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THIS EMBARGO SHOULD BE RESPECTED OVERSEAS BY PREFACING ANY

MESSAGES PILED WITH THE EMBARGO.

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT ON RAILWAY AND ROAD TRAVEL DURING THE

EASTER PERIOD WAS MADE TODAY BY LORD LEATHERS, MINISTER OF

TRANSPORT.

You have Been invited here to-day so that I may tell you the reasons

why it is absolutely essential that the public should abstain from all

unnecessary travel over Easter.

Any dislocation of land transport, either at Easter or in the fateful

summer months, would jeopardise both the intake of raw materials of those

factories and the output of munitions. No matter how great the sacrifice

in travelling facilities or even in the distribution of household wants,

transport must keep pace with the factories and keep faith with the Forces.

Passenger transport has been cut and I am afraid must be cut again.

You will see from the notes which have been handed to you that since the war

began the total mileage run by passenger trains has boon cut by 30%. This,

in itself, is a remarkable fact, bearing in mind that between 700 and 800

Additional workmen's trains are now running daily, aggregating some 400,000

train miles per month. On the roads pleasure coaches have been eliminated

and long distance travel out minimum.

I now want to tell you why it is essential to reduce passenger travel

still further.

Let me begin with road transport. Every bus and coach will be needed

this year
to maintain essential services and in particular to transport

workers quickly to and from the factories. Any journeys which are not

absolutely necessary cause needless wear and tear of vehicle parts, including

tyres, which arc difficult to replace, and are an unforgivable waste of petrol,

nearly all of which has to be imported.

So far the railways have successfully moved vast quantities of war

supplies, but now the time has come when the flow of munitions, fuel and

raw materials and the transport of workers to and from the factories has reached

such dimensions that this traffic can no longer be handled unless yet more

goods trains can be run. One way in which the engines and "paths" for extra

goods trains can be obtained is by reducing the number of passenger trains.

With only one month to Easter, this problem is now of particular urgency.

Easter is the first Bank Holiday of the year and in peacetime produces the

boaviest traffic. It must be brought homo to they public now before they start

making plans for an Easter holiday, that long distance railway journeys directly

jeopardise essential transport,thereby handicapping our total war effort.

This Easter people oust net travel for pleasure or on business that is

not vitally important, because the lines are urgently required for goods. No

more long distance passenger trains arc to be run on any one week day during the

period 2nd-7th April inclusive than the maximum number run on any day in March, and

no more trains on Easter Sunday than on an ordinary Sunday. If the public

disregard this warning many will findthemselves stranded.

Here let me interpose a word-of explanation. Some misunderstanding has

arisen in the past because during holiday periods trains have been run in a number

of parts.


